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We are an annoying lot, aren't we?
Always waltzing through the wards,
grinning like Cheshire cat"..and youore
thinking...you don't want to be here
and why are vve so happy?! Each and
eyery presenter has a story, and let me
share mine with you...

ln 2003 I was training to become a lawyer in

London, busy living life to the max. For a 20-

something graduate, I had it all, the great job,

the parties, the social life. I guess I was blinded

by the bright lights and all that razzmatazz.

Then I had a major road traffic accident and

my entire existence and what I had worked
so hard for, came to an abrupt end. I was left
with various limitations and I spent many
months in hospitals recovering from life-

threatening injuries. So I kid you not when I

say that I can relate to you and have first hand

experience of how unbelievably frustrating
and confusing, time in hospital can be.

I was a member of Headway after my
accident, a day centre for survivors of head

injuries, and they encouraged me to apply to
Radio Fox because of my interest in radio and

a desire I had to attend drama school at the
time. I'll admit now I was half-hearted about it
at first, but it's one of the best decisions I ever

made. And I don't have to remember any lines.

Radio Fox has enabled me to rebuild my

confidence and I now have that passion in life
again. I realize that my pursuit of happiness

lies not within the confines of a 'stuffy' .job,
but having the freedom and encouragement
to be creative.

Since starting at Radio Fox in 2006 I have

worked at various radio stations but remain

loyal to my'baby' Sunday show Diva Fever.

Christened by myself and shaped in various
ways over the years, I play the very best of
Bollywood, Bhangra and Urban music. There's
also the odd interview, film review and a

'gupshup'feature where my enthusiasm for
what is goin' down in the world of celebrity.
I will truly satisfy your thirst for gossip!

My greatest joy has to be interviewing both
celebrities and charities in the name of Fox.

ln the past I have interviewed many
celebrities including singers Jaz Dhami, Mona

Singh and Harbhajan Mann. Then again I've

been known to interview a fitness guru, the
Hospital Helicopter Ambulance Service and a

local drama group, so it's been a mixed bag.

I research all baclground information and

Iiaise with the guests, which following a serious
head injury is a big skill in itself. Hopefully I

will act as an inspiration for those who are
not feeling their best at the moment, or feel
that many doors have closed for them. But
believe you will get there and never give up

and next time we're on the wards doing our
Cheshire cat waltz, go on, let's have a chat!

foin Tindy C'for Diva Fever every
Sunday afternoon from 4pm.


